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Famed Preacher,
Rev. Geo. Buttrick
To Speak Sunday
Coming to the Vesper service
Sunday, November 5 will be one

of the foremost preachers in the
United

States

today,

the Rever-

end George Arthur Buttrick, who
is presently the Visiting Professor of Preaching at the Chicago
Theological Seminary. The topic
of his address will be, "Is It the

Golden Rule?"
Dr. Buttrick was born in England and attended Lancaster Independent College and Victoria
University, from which he earned

Price 10 Cents

Seniors, Speakeasies Combine
In Production of Melodrama
The class of 1962 will continue
the tradition
of Senior Melodrama November 8 at 8 p.m. in
Palmer Auditorium.
The show will center around
the presentation
of the Melodrama's symbol and next year's
director from the Junior class,
by this year's
director,
Sally
Scott. The symbol is a wooden
statue, Iphogenia, and she has
changed hands over 20 times.
Each
holder
has
carved
or
burned her initials for posterity.
Next year's director will appear
during the performance but will
remain unidentified until its conclusion.
The Melodrama itself will be
on the standard vaudeville theme
with a slight and clever variation. Instead of a western shanty
town or a Victorian parlor, the
traumatic twenties will be the set-

ting.
The title is: "Meanwhile,
B ac kat
the
Speakeasy"
or
"Curses, Stewed Again."
With this sober atmosphere, the
cast will be required to do a considerable amount of fast-thinking,
for the emphasis is on spontaneity and ad-libbing. The two rehearsals are being held primarily
for the purpose of developing
characterizations
and familiarizing the participants with the basic
plot and the complex of subplots.
From there on it is up to the cast
and the audience to make the
show a success. The audience is
encouraged to bring any noisemakers on hand for Halloween.
Linda Barnett, Sida Weller, Sue
Rosenberg,
Sarah Worthington,
Beth Maggin, Connie Kaufman,
and Betsy Carter are working
with Sally Scott on the production. An entertaining
evening is
guaranteed.

Community Fund Organization
Sponsors Negro Scholarships

Reverend George Arthur

Buttrick

his M.A. and honors in philosophy. Following his ordination in
1915, he became the pastor of various churches
in Illinois, Vermont, and New York. In 1927 he
assumed the pastorship
of New
York's Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church, a position which
he held for 27 years. From 193454, in addition to his ministry in
New York, he was an Associate
Professor of Homiletics at Union
Theological
Seminary,
and in
1951-52, as a Cook Lecturer, he
spoke in many foreign countries.
As Preacher to Harvard Universt ty from 1954-60, he held his
most influential ministry. Dr. Buttrick attracted overflow crowds to
Harvard's
Chapel
for his addresses. During this time he held
the positions of Chainnan of the
Board of Preachers and Plummer
Professor of Chrisitian Morals at
Harvard.

One of the most worthwhile organizations
which we students
aid through our contributions
to
the Community Fund is the National Scholarship
Service
and
Fund for Negro Students.
NSSFNS works in an advisory capacity at the secondary
school
level with Negro students
who
have enough potential and sometimes not enough money to attend inter-racial colleges.
In eleven years NSSFNS has
furthered
the enrollment
of approximately
seven thousand students in three-hundred fifty interracial
colleges throughout
the
country
and has accomplished
much in awakening
interest in
the great and undeveloped potential of the Negro youth in the
United States. NSSFNS has Inltiated many admirable projects,
among them New York City's
"Higher Horizons" program, under which many underprivileged
students who would never have
dreamed of an education beyond
that required have been encouraged and urged toward attaining
that dream.
NSSFNS's
Southern
Project
has dug into the deep South and
placed many students in integrated colleges; it has been respons-

WasbingtonReport
Subject of First
Morrisson Lecture
"No Hiding Place Down There:
A Report
From
Washington"
will be the subject of a pertinent
address by Mrs. Elspeth Davies
Rostow, November 9, at 7:30 in
the Main Lounge of Crozier-Williams Center. An educator in history and economics, Mrs. Rostow
has been invited to speak at Connecticut College under the Morrisson Lecture Series.
.
Mrs. Rostow received her B.A.
from Barnard College and her
M.A. from Radcliffe College. She
is at present on the faculties of
Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and of the American University in Washington,
and has
taught
also at Barnard,
Saran
Lawrence,
Girton College, Salzburg, the University
of Zurich,
and Women's College, Cambridge,
England. Her book Europe's Bconomy after the War was published
in 1948.
In addition to her academic activities, Mrs. Rostow is a member
of the board of the World Affairs Council and of the Overseas
Education
Fund
of the
League of Women Voters. She is
also Phi Beta Kappa, a Trustee of
Sarah Lawrence College, and a
mother of two children. Her husband, Walt W. Rostow, is a pro-

ible for the first students enrolling in desegregating southern colleges. The organization has worked for the accelerated integration
of private southern colleges.
One
of the
most important
functions of NSSFNS is bridging
the financial gap of Negro students who have received scholarships falling short of the amount
needed for their education. These
students, who might otherwise be
deprived of the opportunity of attending college, are aided by contributions from
campus
drives
such as the Connecticut College
Community Fund. NSSFNS rests
on a foundation built by the encouragement
of interested
students and private organizations.
It is through your support that
NSSFNS lives.

JUNIOR

CLASS

The Junior Class is proud
to announce its gifts to the
College. A committee is currently at work selecting
a
painting by one of the faculty members which will hang
in one of the new wings of
the library.
_

Mrs. Walt W. Rostow
tessor of Economic History at
M.LT., a staff member of the
Center for International
Studies,
and a special adviser to President
Kennedy.
The Morrison
Lecture series
was established to honor
Mrs.
Mary Foulke Morrisson by the
League of Women Voters of Connecticut. Mrs. Rostow's talk will
be the third of the series, one of
which is presented each year.
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Who's Being "Juvenile"?
Now that the furor about the "Peace Corps postcard" has
"aimed down, it is possible to approach the event objectively,
instead of through the eyes of the press world. The Peace
Corps, with its varied programs scattered throughout the
world, was a subject of wide speculation when President Kennedy announced its birth. The general consensus was one of approval and high hopes for the program. As is any new venture,
there were bound to be problems arising now and then, which
demanded to be ironed out. Nothing which involves international politics can ever be expected to proceed without some
minor crises.
The so-called crisis involving the Peace Corps came two
weeks ago when Margery Michelrnore, a magna cum laude
graduate of Smith wrote her impressions of life in Nigeria.
Her views were essentially accurate, although naive, and her
mistake came not in misrepresentation, but in the fact this information was written on an open postcard. The majority of
Nigerian citizens would agree with Miss Michelmore on her
description. What is wrong with "We had no idea what "underdeveloped' meant?" It really is a revelation and after we got
over the initial shock, a very rewarding experience"? An
American student, no matter how vigorous a training program she underwent, could not possibly imagine the living conditions in an underdeveloped country. It was the action of
some minority radicals that used a relatively unimportant and
innocent gesture to try and smear the reputation of the Corps.
It is unfortunate that certain' groups are exerting pressure
to degrade the Peace Corps abroad in the very centers where
the Americans are trying to accomplish some good, but this
opposition is to be expected. We do not expect, however, the
former President of the United States to publicly ridicule a
non-partisan venture that is struggling to advance the prestige
of our country in the all-too-important countries abroad.
Eisenhower, at a dinner in the New York Colisewn, directed his speech to attack the 23 year old girl in a sarcastic and
ill-mannered way, With all the international topics available
for discussion, it seems to be a very petty choice on the part
of our former national leader. Mr. Eisenhoweer continued on
to rebuke the entire Peace Corps as a "juvenile experiment."
Introducing a little "humour" in his speech, Ike said, "If you
want to take a trip to the moon, why not send a Peace Corps up
there? It is an underdeveloped country." What is next to be
expected in the form of words of wisdom for the world from
this "grand old man"?
L.A.M.
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Student Relates Experiences
On Lisle Fellowship Program
by Becky Holmes '63
The Lisle Fellowship and its intemationat
summer
programs
provides an opportunity for furthering the understanding of the
diverse ways of life throughout
our world. Each of these "Units"
includes students, teachers and
professionals
from the United
States and abroad.
Within the units the students
live co-operatively. This "menial
type" of labor in which each has
to do his part creates the undefinable unity in the group. Interest.
ing conversations on such subjects as Islam and Christianity,
and European and American education arise. There is give and
take and each learns something
of what it is like to live "on the
other side of the fence."
Now it's not all work and undefinables, for intermingled with
your experiences at "base camp"
are four field trips. As an exampleI would like to tell of my ex.
~nences with Lisle in San FranC1SCO.
We lived in a group composed of Americans,
Swedes,
Arabs and Japanese on the Stanf?rd Campus. Our field trips were
diverse and most interesting.
Each of us. lived with a family
co.nnected WIth the field trip. One
trip was spent with the Longshoremen's labor union in San
Francisco ~here we observed at
um?n meetings and talked with
vam;)Us members and officials ineluding the International
Longshor~man's and Warehouseman's
Presldent.. Mr. Harry
Bridges.
Other trips were spent with a
Salvation Army
home for Unwed .Mothers, the State Mental
Hospital, Chinatown, in the Redwood lumber industry and in a
Negro community.
Between the various field trips
we evaluated
and exchanged

views on our experiences,
The various units of Lisle here
and abroad have a unique type
of organization. The students of
the different units are presented
with a basis of the field trips and
from there on in are free to organize their own time, An American student in our group expressed a concern over a film put out
by the House Un-American Ac·
tivities Committee called "Operation Abolition" the incidents of
which occurred in San Francisco.
After hearing
of the incidents
concerning the film, we all became interested and attended a
counter film which was premiered by the American Civil Llberties Union and M C'd by Representative James Roosevelt.
O~
the lighter side of life our Iraqui
student took us all to an IraqUl
nightclub which was owned by a
Bagdad friend of his. The eve~Ing was complete
with
exotic
Arabic music and dancing.
Wednesday and Thursday,
November 8 and 9, Miss Ann Tongren, who studied at Mt. Holyoke College and graduated fr?m
the University of Michigan WIth
English
Honors and Phi Beta
Kappa will be here to meet stu'
dents interested in the program.
She has a longstanding
interest
in international
work
and has
participated
in Lisle units in
Switzerland, Germany
and Jamaica. She will speak at the
foreign students meeting on Wed·
nesday, November 9 at 7:00 p.m.
inLarrabee,
to which all interest·
ed students
are invited. There
will also be a sign-up sheet. in
Fanning
for conferences
Wlth
Miss Tangren to be held in the
Smith living room Wed n e sday, Nov 8 from 2:00 p.m, to 5:00
p.m. and Thursday;
November
9 from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon.

,
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had been humble, they would
have
submitted
to
"accepted
truths," the truths of the majority and given up their insane
ideas. And think for a moment of
where our civilization would be if
they had abdicated, if they had
been humble. The only relationship between humility
and inspiration is that the latter cannot co-exist with the former.
But since I am arguing against
a firm advocate of humility, permility."
haps I should argue
on her
I think Miss Turner- found the
terms. Another definition:
basis for the first censure in the
Humility: freedom from pride
following lines from the letter of
and arrogance.
the accused: "ideas may crystalA student
from
the
lofty
lize, but the ideas which are left
heights of Junior year deprecates
suspended remain suspended and
the views of another student on
dissipate
oh-so-quickly
amidst
the grounds that as a lowly sophdiurnal concerns." The situation omore she has not yet opened her
presented in these lines obviouseyes to The Truth, insinuating,
ly is the fault of individuals, not
of course, that Lofty Junior has,
the system or, in particular, the
and what's more knows all The
faculty. The professors have no
Answers down pat. Is this freecontrol over dinner conversations,
dom from Pride and Arrogance?
and it's just too bad if one has
Amy Gross '63
to rely on discourse to vivify a To the Editor:
point of interest. Needless to say,
I hope that Miss Turner, the
the library is available to all and
"essentials
of inspiration"
well
sundry, and those not diurnally
within her grasp, will not mind a
concerned take advantage of that
few quibbles
with two lesser
building's potentialities.
points in her answer to Miss
The other aspect of this point
Shulman's letter of October 19.
is, to my mind, unfounded. Miss
The first has to do with Miss
Turner writes ". . . the role of
Park's address opening the fall
the professor ...
is to point the
term of the College in 1959. As I
remember,
Miss Park examined
way to knowledge, not to answer
questions or to summarize learnthe intellectual
life, and in the
ing." (Since when is it considcourse of her examination made
the unexceptionable
observation
ered bad form for professors to
that such a life entails a good deal
answer questions?)
of necessary aloneness-c-that one
These lines insinuate that Miss
thinks essentially
with and for
Shulman is in disagreement with
oneself, and that the mind's life
this view. Never does she menis not fostered best in easy sotion anything to this effect. The
ciability. Miss Turner's parody of
point that I think Miss Shulman
this, which suggests that the stuwas trying to get at is that many
dent looking for an "exceptional
professors do summarize knowleducation"
here needn't
expect
edge. How many
classes
are
much company, I can only hope
merely the professor'S regurgitais untrue.
tion or mastications of the text?
The second has to do with Miss
Topic by topic, chapter by chapTurner's image of the professor,
ter,- the same ideas are given back
whose role is "to point the way to
to us in the same order, occasionknowledge, not to answer quesally the same phrases. Isn't the
tions ... " An unfortunate visualtext merely a springboard, a startizing quirk I have makes me iming point?
Why is it not
agine this man standing
in a
assumed that as college students
classroom in the third floor of
we are capable of reading and
Fanning,
his eyes misty from
comprehending the basic facts by
compiling lists of books besides
our own individual study? (If we
those required (his very best subare not competent in said endeavstitute for thought), a bony finor, we have no right to call ourger sternly pushed over the golf
selves college students.)
practice
field towards
the enThe second charge states that
trance to the library, his mouth
Miss Shulman "after only a year
firmly shut against the lures of
and a month of college may (be
answering questions or summarblinded) to the fact that hwnility
izing learning. The demands of
and independence are the essenhis job have betrayed him into retials of inspiration."
reading Chaucer's description of
Humility: act of submission,
the clerk of
Oxford, a scholar
state of being humble in spirit.
whose mere twenty books intensHumble: not assertive, lowly,
ively studied were all required
unassuming, lacking self-sufficienreading, who actually spoke with
cy.
Is this trait desirable?
If Co- dignity, and who would gladly
learn and gladly teach-and
my
lumbus, Fulton, the WIight brothman is reacting silently against
ers, Edison, the French Impressionists, picasso, to name only a what must seem to him the excesses of a zealous fool.
few, if these
great
innovators

To the Inspired Student:
In last week's Conn Census,
Miss Elizabeth Turner denounced
Miss Ellen Shulman's letter to
the Editor (10/19) on two issues.
She accused Miss Shulman
of
not being cognizant of "the essential aloneness and independence of any learning experience."
The second arrow, and quite a
pointed one at that, was directed
to Miss Shulman's lack of "hu-

Page Three

I frankly doubt whether the humility Miss Turner urges upon
Miss Shulman and the rest of us
is so great a virtue in a student.
If I read Miss Shulman correctly
(no easy task) she is suggesting
that one may with some purpose
arrogantly ask the right kinds of
questions--and
I am inclined to
agree with her.
The "system"
does exist and if only because it
wants typically to perpetuate itself without change it must always be attacked, and no institution is ever really quite good
enough for the individual human
beings who make it up. Teacher
assuredly does not always know
best, but if he is worth anything
he will welcome challenges from
anybody whose concerns have as
vigorously
and honestly as his
own to do with the problems of
knowing. I should wish for both
Miss Turner
and Miss Shulman
teachers who
are
opinionated,
idiosyncratic,
tough-minded,
passionately involved in their subjects, and significantly interested
in their own ideas and even in the
sounds of their own voices. Studen ts for such teachers
would
mirror these qualities--with
the
addition that they would spend
a certain amount of time thinking up uncomfortable
questions
to fight against self-satisfaction
in the intellectual
egotists who
instruct them. Of course the classroom din in such a charming
madhouse could not
alter
the
mind's aloneness, but I think it
would be good for the mind to be
alone for a while in the best of
company,
receiving nourishment
and delight from its home
in
what we all like to refer to as an
academic conununity.
Roger Greenspun
Dear Editor:
Did the fact that ten East Berliners lost their lives trying to
reach freedom
panic you, and
send you shuffling back to the library to bury yourself in the safe
world of ancient history?
You say you're a student, one
who is free to treat contemplation as an end in itself, rather
than as the basis for action-a
student, one who has no commitments. What on earth are you
thinking about? The individual's
role in society perhaps, the feudal
monarchies, the reformation, psychological
needs of human beings, Plato's
Republic???
Oh,
those are all old problems--I've
done them already in History 1·2,
and couldn't possibly fit them in
anywhere else.
But maybe I've got you all
wrong. Maybe you're the student
who's tired of noncommitment
and detached
observance.
You
want to leave school and stop all
this inactive meditation
and do
something, wave a flag, join a sitdown strike, walk to Moscow or
help in the Peace Corps,
Oh, but you're an idealist too.
You don't just want to do any

old action. You'll work only if
you can do it absolutely the way
you think it should be done, and
with no compromises.
Or maybe I haven't considered
you at all. Maybe you think, but
not quite far enough. Maybe you
like your world and want to do
something
but you don't know
just quite how to do it.
As a college student you chose
to spend four years away from
the practical immediate demands
of life in a situation where you
may use your mind to absorb
ways of thought and develop your
own. This does not mean that
you have to sit down and reject
thinking about the present activity of the world at large, but rather, that you have to observe rather than participate in this activity. As a spectator you can learn
from history and apply this learning to the contemporary
world
you are living in.
Naturally you feel a great eagerness to participate in some action if you feel it will accomplish
the ideal goal you have set up.
But when it is only possible to
half reach this goal or half fulfill this ideal, your enthusiasm
lags and you are completely disinterested.
Compromising
your
ideas is very hard but very important if you want to be practical. Even the Renaissance recognized its importance when Sir
Thomas More said, "What part
soever you have taken upon you,
play that as well as you can and
make the best of it: and do not,
therefore disturb and bring out
of order the whole matter, beCGU
c rhat another which is merr.er and better cometh to your
r :::,:mbrance."
Completely
new
iJcas take time to be accepted,
but just because they can't be
wholly
accepted
doesn't
mean
that you must give up.
If you are one of those who
wants to do something but doesn't know what, investigate! There
is the Peace Club on campus
which can tell you about the
many
people
who are
doing
things, and with whom you can
get in touch. Off-campus, there is
the SPU, CORE, and Sane. If
this side of the problem doesn't
interest you, see these people anyway. They can tell you where to
begin. Then there are other areas
in which you can help: working
with retarded children; volunteering aid in a hospital; investigating your possible participation in
Peace Corps, and Crossroads Africa. There are many things to be
done if you are willing to make
the bad even a little bit better.
Above all, talk-stir
up the people around you with current problems and current solutions. 'I'alking creates interest and interest
and curiosity lead to action.
Susan Shiffman '63
See "Free Speech"-Page
4
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(Continued

rrom Page Three)

Dear Editor:
Although it would be extremely
comforting to agree with the
opinions expressed in Miss Carter's editorial entitled Red, Deed,
or ...
, I am afraid that this is
not possible. My essential
disagreement with the stand taken
by Miss Carter hinges on the sen-

Thursday,

Student Finds Kibbutz Life
To Be a Unique Experience

Escape from the Warsaw Ghetto
... long, hard years on the Continent ...
as tracks are made to
the Homeland by a group of one
hundred people who refused to
let a man by the name of Adolf
Hitler end their lives. These peotence: 'War does not seem to us ple had escaped from the Warsaw
to be a very real possibility." The
Ghetto and were able to face each
writer then enumerates four, pos- succeeding day only because they
sibly five, reasons why a fullknew that it meant that they
scale nuclear war will not result
were that much closer to attainfrom the current world situation. ing their goal---entry into PalesThe point which I wish to make
tine, These people, full of couris that historically none of these
age, did reach Palestine in 1948,
four, or five "facts" has ever and, at that time, they began to
prevented nations from going to recreate their lives.
war, and these were not wars
The settled
in Gallalee,
in
caused by the accidental pushing
an area north of Haifa. The comof a button.
munity that these people started,
The first "fact"
the writer
thirteen years ago, still stands tobrought forth was "The Possiday, and I can attest to its growth
bility 'or mankind's self-abolition
and prosperity.
These "chosen
through nuclear war." This
is,
few" survivors of the halocaust
perhaps,
the' writer's
strongest
began life anew in Palestine by
point, but has she ever mused on
constructing
a community
in
the possibility of what might have
which they could reap the benehappened in Korea (a war fought
fits of a life lived in peace. The
under the shadow -of the
H
story
and background
of their
Bomb) if American
troops had
kibbutz, Lochamei Hagetaot, symbeen successfully
pushed to the
bolizes the history of the persesea by the Communist
Chinese
cutions and recovery of the Jew"Volunteers"?
It is my contenish people throughout
the ages.
tion that if any nation, including
Their gratefulness for having survived and their fervor to recreate
ours, is pushed to the point of
a new life gave them the spirit
defeat they will use any means
that culminated in the building of
within their power to insure their
this kibbutz. The kibbutz is a covictory, and that this would be
operative settlement, and the kibthe wish of the many and not
butz way of life is an example of
only the one.
the practical application
of the
The writer's second point was
theory of ideal socialism.
"The Soviet
Union's
conviction
The aim of a kibbutz is to be
that 'creeping
communism' will
as self-sufficient as possible. Lochtake over the world without neeamei Hagetaot is a predominantly
essarily
the
use of violence."
agricultural
kibbutz.
The mem(The bold face is mine.) I would
bers raise their own fruits and
first like to question the writers'
vegetables and raise livestock and
use of the word "necessarily."
I
would concur with the writer if fowl.
Equality rules supreme!
The
she means that the Communists
entire gamut of one's life, on a
would prefer
to secure
world
kibbutz, is an experience of shardomination
without the use of
in idealistic
force-they
would be fools if ing and participating
communal
living.
Each
adult
they didn't. What I do question
member
of
the
kittutz
is
responis that if "creeping communism"
sible for eight hours of work a
(in other words riots, guerrillas,
day. The administration
of the
etc.) is not successful will the
kibbutz is handled by a commitCommunists be satisfied to live
tee chosen by the people. This
for long in a world where they
committee
assigns
the various
have not carried out the mission
jobs to the kibbutz
members.
prescribed for them in the OomSince this is primarily an agriculmunist l\fanifesto? What we must
tural kibbutz, most of the men
remember is that we are dealing
work in the fields. The women,
with a people as sure of being
in general, are assigned the doright as we are.
mestic chores of community livThe writers
third point was
ing, and, in addition, they work in
"The fact that if war were Immithe schools, the library and in the
nent, both sides would most likely
nursery.
back down to save their own
Family life on a kibbutz is diflives." What the writer has forferent
from
anything
I ever
gotten here is that every nation
knew. Each family is assigned a
goes to war believing that they
cottage of one or two rooms, inwill be the eventual victors: Ger.
eluding a bath, where only the
many went to war in 1939 against
husband and wife sleep. The chilgreater
foreseeable
odds
than
dren of this marriage live in their
either side would face in 1961;
own quarters,
according to age
yet she went to war. It is also to
groups, from the day that they
he remembered
that the process
are born until they are ready to
of going to war does not hinge on
marry.
one great decision, it is someEveryone on the kibbutz eats in
See "Free Speech"-Page
5 a central dining hall which is the
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This Week

This week we had to get out
we did, and New York was just
short of Eden ...
maybe it was
because we saw what We wanted
to see in this distant symbol of
freedom and independence, but at
all costs (and there were a few,
adding to our already mournful
check - balancing
blues)
it was
coolness
and we returned with
stability (despite the unbalanced
manner of walking) and a babypowder-electric-blanket-marshmal.
low-fluff type of security tucked
well up under our chins ... there
was holly happowe'en to contend
I lived on Kibbutz Lochamei
with and we were too old to go
Hagetaot and found this the most
spookin'
around
the neighborfascinating
and thrilling experihood, so we very sedately said
ence of my life. Living on a kib"boo" and let it go at that ... the
butz is only one phase of life in latest chapter in the red or dead
Israel. I was a member of a stuseries appeared in the New Londent group
that
spent
seven
don Day in the form of a poliweeks traveling,
studying
and
tical cartoon-Nicky
all dressed
working in Israel this summer.
up as a fifty-megaton witch, with
Our work period consisted of a the caption "Trick or Treaty">ten-day stay on a kibbutz. From
which we thought was rawther
the moment that we set foot on much fun . . . If the traitor or
the soil of Lochamei Hagetaot, we
Judas-figure
is symbolic of these
were considered members of the
times for Mr. Limon, there is yet
kibbutz on equal footing with all
another
villainous
character
to
the "regular" members who work
discredit
and overcome,
all of
to earn their keep. In deference
which will be revealed in the sterto our position as visitors, we
ling, emotion-packed
drama
to
worked six hours a day instead
make its debut next week, enof eight. Life on a kibbutz starts
titled "Meanwhile
Back at the
at 4 a.m., because
the midSpeakeasy"
or "Curses, Stewed
day in I s l' a e I is extremely
Again" . . . heh heh heh-will
warm, and it is most profitable
Good triumph after all and who
to work in the morning while it
will throw the longest streamer?
is still comparatively
cool. My
only time will tell and time, like
day began at 4 a.m. I reported
all true gossips, always does l~t
either to the vineyard where I the bat out of the bag, just In
picked grapes, or to the orange
the nick of ... well, that's going
grove where I pruned
orange
a little too far ...
and speaking
trees. Two days I was assigned to
of clocks
we are continually
the kitchen where I reported for
thrilled
by the time- pieces in
KP. Did you ever peel onions at
Crozier-Williams;
it would ev~n
6 a.m? At the time, I never be- be appropriate
to include them In
lieved that I could actually work
the guided tours of the campus,
from 4 a.m. until 8 a.m.. without
provided
that scheduling
could
a bite to eat.
We had a break
permit a viewing on the stroke
from eight until nine for breakof every hour ... it is truly somefast and then we completed our
thing wondrous
to see, a goldtasks
from nine o'clock until
mine for Freud enthusiasts
and
eleven.
rebels with or without causes ...
Afternoon is a time of relaxago you clocks and fight o~ against
tion on the kibbutz. It is a very
confonnity
and regulation ...
peaceful time. One is aware of
dimes burn holes in pockets, so
quiet
discussions
taking
place
why not telephone, buy cokes or
am 0 n g family
members
and
best of all take advantage of the
neighbors, as the people of the
newly renovated juke box and see
kibbutz sit under the shade of
what current
music tastes have
trees on the lawns surrounding
to offer _ always heartening. to
their homes. I was extremely
witness progress in the creatIve
moved by a heartwarming
sensafields . . . "though nothing c~~
tion as I watched the proud and
bring back the hour ...
we WIh
joyful
expressions
on parents'
grieve not rather find strengtd
faces as they frolicked with their
in what r-emains behind ... ,. an
children.
search for splendour in the dewdrops of next week ...
RC.
Dinner is eaten, in the dining
hall, at a rather leisurely pace,
as the majority of the members
of the kibbutz have finished their
QUOTE OF THE WEEK
work for the day. At this time,
You
must above all things be ?la~
they can look forward
to the
and young.
e. €. cumrrnnx
pleasant
evening
hours ahead,
community "town hall." Not only
are all meals eaten there, but all
business matters
are discussed
and all views are aired in this
center.
Most community labors end in
the late afternoon, and it is at
this time that family life, as we
know it, begins ... and ends. The
family gathers at their cottage
and the time that the children
and their parents spend together
is a time of complete devotion to
one another.

when they shall be able to truly
enjoy the fruits of companionship
with their fellow kibbutz members.
Gaiety

is the keynote

of the
See 'l)Iope"-Page
6

MISQUOTE OF THE WEEK
I think that I shall never see
The bitter end of apathy ...
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Flick Out

(

COURTESY

CAPITOL
Nov. 1·7
Breakfast at Tiffany's
Audrey Hepburn
George Peppard

ST~~~857

I

Checks Cashed
Free Delivery

I

Charge Accounts
Photo Developing

.)__ ,,__ ,,_n__

II

Nov. 8
Bridge to the Sun
Caroll Baker
Secret of Monte Cristo
Rory Calhoun

GARDE
Nov. 1-7
Spartacus
Tony Curtis
Laurence Olivier
Nov. 8·14
The Devil at 4 O'Clock
Frank Sinatra
Spancer Tracy
Nov. 15·21
Back Street
Susan Hayward
John Gavin

READ'S PHARMACY

KATHARINE

GIBBS

SECRETARIAL
BOSTON 16, MASS. . 21 Marlborough
street
NEW YORK 17, N. Y •••
230 Park Avenue
MONTCLAIR, N. J..
33 Plymouth
Street

PROVIDENCE 6, R.I..

. 155 Angell Street

Well-Known Firm
To Display China
For Campus Query
November 8, a well-known china company will sponsor a bone
china display for the benefit of
the Child Development Club. This
will be held in the Main Lounge
of Crozier-Williams from 9:30 to
4:30 .

~

Gibbs-trained college women are first
in line in the job market and for future
advancement. Special Course for College Women-8lf2 months. Write College
Dean for GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK.

Page Fin

•• aB

393 WilliamsSt.
New London
GI 2·1818

The purpose of the display is
to get students' impressions
of
the patterns presented. The Club
is required to interview 100 girls
for the survey, for which the
company will pay a certain sum
per person. This is the Club's
main fund raising function and
the money will be as has been
in the past, put to some good use.
Last year bicycles were purchased for the Nursery School.
This opportunity
to preview
proposed pattern styles is of considerable educational value to the
participants.
It allows them to
have a part in determining future
china patterns. The survey is conducted at many leading colleges
throughout the country.

15 MINUTE WALK FROM
CAMPUS! !
Free Prompt Delivery
All Services Avallable

Fora

WEEKEND in
NEW YORK

"MISS CO-ED"

it's

~BILTMORE

Fits Under A Desk Seat

SPECIAL COLLEGE RATES

Her.'. a eomhtnalton hando
bog and briefcase perfed for
IChODI u.se. There'l CI roomy
compartment for a .weater
and books, fitted pc»
.
Ic:etl for make-up, wallet, cigarettef, pens and
pencils; and two large
zippered woll pockets
for any other papers or
personals you wont to
keep handy.
Use her an week for
school and for the

4

Only $10.98*
plu. JO% Fed. Tax
and SOt/. for ,hipping

Stale calor and enclose check or Money
CompTe'e sotisfoction guaronfeecJ.

Order.

ESTELLE LORD
109 W. 42nd

sr., N. Y. 36,

N. Y.

$525 per
person
(3 to a room)
$625 pertoperson
a room)
$800 single
(2

All Rooms Have TV·
For Information or reservations
address Mr. Ralph Schaffner.
The Biltmore, New York 17. N. Y.
Madison Avenue at 43rd Street
MUrray Hill 7-7000
"WHERE EVERYONE MEETS
UNDER THE CLOCK"

asanoyer.

night bag. She's a
sturdy, smooth groin
Doe.Vin fabril;, completely washable, eX
quisitely designed,
end meClsures a compad 15xl1xS".
Colors; Black, Brown,
Beige and Bone.

"MISS CO·ED"

times a series of seemingly unimportant decisions which start a
seemingly irreversible trend. The
current Berlin situation could conceivably trigger such a trend.
The writer's fourth point, "The
belief that the desire for peace is
as strong in men's souls as is the
desire for freedom," can not even
be disguised
as a fact. I am
afraid that I have no other choice
but to call it a platitude. Man has
desired peace for, at least, 2000
years yet we have not had peace,
and there is little reason to believe that man has changed more
in the past five years than in the
previous thousands.
I also believe that one could debate the
equation of peace with freedom
in this statement,
but
this
is
neither the time nor place to do
this.
The writer's final words were
an affirmation of the belief that,
"when the bellies of the downtrodden are full, they will revolt
in the name of freedom, and communism will be conquered." What
What is "freedom" to the downtrodden?
Is the full extent of
freedom proscribed in the Bill of
Rights, or can freedom to these
people also mean the full social
freedom of anarchy?
My last point is that it is precisely the type of reasoning used
in this editorial, and the belief
that war is not a livery real possibility," that will prevent
the
world from ever
achieving
an
equitable peace. Peace will not be
achieved as long as we consciously, or unconsciously,
reject the
possibility of war. Perhaps, if we
all lived in mortal terror of the
bomb, and stopped rationalizing,
we could find a practical solution
to the dilemma of being ei ther
Red or Dead.
Christel Brendel '62

naturally

Holds Books and Personals

week.end

Free Speech
<Oonttnued from Pace Fou)

·
·
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k.plu·, helps you se1eet the ctui$e •
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IN NEW LONDON IT'S

ANN & ELLSWORTH
Hair Stylists
Make your appointment now ..
for individual hair cutting and styling
82 Bank Street
International

GI2.7001
Prize Winning Hair Stylists

a.
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most indescribably

Hope
(ContInued

from Page Four)

glorious

sen-

sation of freedom.
The members of Kibbutz Lochamei Hagetaot are doing what
they want to do ...

they freely

chose to lead their lives on a kibevening hours on a kibbutz. During the evening, there is a healthy
release of the pent-up emotions
that accumulate after a hard day
of physical labor. There are any
number of activities in which one
can partake. One can join a group
that is singing and dancing to
the lively sounds of an accordion.
One may attend a movie that is
being shown on the kibbutz, or
one feels free to join any group
involved in a discussion.
The atmosphere is serene. An
aura of peacefulness pervades the
area, as one is moved by an at-

Pat Weaver, National

College

butz. After

having

worked

days, I have been left with the
indelible impression that there is
a great deal of dignity in human
labor!
Thirteen years ago, the prom-

ise of two thousand years was
realized not only for an entire nation, but also especially for a
"chosen" group of one hundred
people, who, ever since, have
been expressing their gratitude
for the realization of a hope fulfilled.
Paula M. Berry
Class of 1962

Queen

What makes Artcarved Diamonds the
favorite of America's College Queens ~
Actually there are many reasons. Artcarved diamond rings
must meet traditionally high standards for color, cut, clarity
and carat weight. Their award-winning styles are a delight
to the eye. And, they take all of the guesswork out of buying
a diamond. Every Artcarved ring carries a written guarantee
for quality and permanent value that's recognized and reo
spected by fine jewelers from coast to coast. We think you'll
agree with America's lovely College Queens.
Stop in at your jeweler and be sure to see all the exquisite
Artcarved diamond rings-the rings you buy with confidence
and wear with pride.
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED IN.
AMERICA'S LEADING MAGAZINES

Artcarved®
DIAMOND

AND

WEDDING

RINGS

J. R. Wood & Sons, Inc" Dept. CP-21
216 E. 45th St., New York 17, N. Y,
Please send me more Iects about diamond rings and
"Wedding Guide for Bride and Groom." Also name
of nearest (or hometown) Artcarved Jeweler. I am
enclosing lOt to cover handling and postage.
Name'

_

Address'
EVENING STAR
First choice of
America's College Oueens

Cily'
State'

_
County

or Zone'

_
_

side

by side with these people for ten

Get that refreshing new feeling with Coke!
lottl~d under authority of

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of
NEW LONDON, INC.

s
CODDeenan.
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,
FAR EAST HOUSE
-

Sideline
Sneakers

ORIENTALGIFfS15 Green Street
New London, Conn.

MALLOVE'S
New London

74 State St.

Eastern Connecticut's Largest Jewelers

Jewelry

Watches

Diamonds

and. Marion Benson won the
Pitch and Putt, with Buntsie Morgan and Pat Olsen tying for sec-

Expert Repairs

1

Halloween has passed and the
end of our Fall Sports term is just
around the corner. After the John
Jay movie Thursday
night, we
can expect to see many girls
jumping "zig-zaggedly" down the
stairs, preparing
for a certain
winter sport! A coffee on Thursday night, November 16, will formally end the autumn A.A. program. Participation has been very
good so far.
Eleven girls entered the golf
tournament.
Congratulations
to
Lenox McClendon who won. the
long drive contest with a drive of
506 feet. Sue Allen came in sec-

,

e

STARR BROS.
REXALL DRUG STORE
no Stale St., New London

GIbson 2-4461

Powers'''G ran d Illusion"
usion
MATTE MAI(EUP

ond.
The
hockey
practices
and
games have been very well attended, and play seems to improve as the days get colder. Last
week Miss Kyle from Australia
came and coached a few classes.
Her helpful hints were certainly
welcome, and results could be
seen the next
day when
the
Freshmen beat the Sophomores,
2-1. It was an extremely exciting
game as the two teams were
evenly matched;
leading 1-0 at
the end of the half, the Sophomores gave way to the more energetic Freshmen
in the
second
hail. The week before, the Sophomores beat the Junior-senior
team, 5-0. Tuesday was the final
class game when the Freshmen
met the Juniors and Seniors.
By the next time we report
on the A.A., talk of skiing and
news of the first snow ought to
be in the air. Also Freshmen will
be about
to
start
Freshman
"Fundles." Until then, keep running!

GI 3.7395

DAILY FREE DELIVERY
Cosmetlcs

Checks <Jaahed

Photo Dept.

Charge Aooounla

.,

OTTO AIMETTI
Ladkl' and Genllem_'
CUI"'m Tailoring
86 State St.

in light spillproof tube ...
The perfect touchup ..•

the perfect traveller.

THANKSGIVING AT THE WALDORF,ASTORIA

Fonndation and Powder in one ..•
never oily _

never shiny ...

for the lovely look of

flawless perfection.
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&
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Come in -

4

let us

choose the exact

shade for you with

.:\

.~~ \--J

JAMES DRUG CO.
INCORPORATED
GI2.8575

Bank Street at Pearl
SIX FREE DELIVERIES
_

DAlLY

Open a Charge Today -

Spend Thanksgiving weekend at New
York's "Palace on Park Avenue" -and enjoy the city in its festive, holiday mood.
Feast to your heart's content in anyone
oUhe Waldorf-Astoria's many restaurants
where you'll find atmosphere and food to
match your gala mood. Conveniently 10'
cated to all shops, theatres, museums.

STUDENT

RATES

$8.00 per person, 1 In a room
$6.00 per person. 2 in a room
$5.00 per person, 3 in a room
Reserve your room through any
Hilton Reservation Service or
write direct to Miss Anne HilIman, Director of Student Relations, The waldorf-Asteria.
L..
--l

ec!}X;~~
Conrad N. Hilton, PresIdent·

301 Park Ave., New York 22, N,Y.

I

ConnConlnl
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DVAL
FILTER
DOES IT!

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"
says Publius (Boom-Boom) Aurelius, Coliseum crowdpleaser.
Says Boom-Boom, "Tareyton is one filter cigarette that
really delivers de gustibus, Legions of smokers are switching.
Try a couple of packs of Tareytons. They're the packs

Romanal"

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton
0,
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